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Abstract:
An analysis of the heat transfer results and temperature profiles obtained experiment ally in a finite
natural convection environment are presented and discussed. Overall heat transfer correlations for a
cylinder and a cube located concentrically within a spherical enclosure were formulated using several
test fluids yielding a wide range of the important parameters. These parameters include the Prandtl
number, Rayleigh number, and a ratio of characteristic lengths describing the test geometry under
investigation.
A Prandtl number effect on the convective heat transfer was noted for the cylinder study. Increasing
viscosity and low ratios of overall cylinder length to cylinder diameter appeared to damp out the
geometric effect inherent to the cylindrical body compared to a sphere.
The cube study indicated a very slight Prandtl number effect.
For this geometry, the heat transfer results could be correlated in terms of a Nusselt number as a
function of a Rayleigh number and a geometric parameter only.
Possible flow patterns existing in the gap were deduced from the temperature profiles for both the
cylinder and cube inner bodies.
Five characteristic regions were generally inherent to all temperature profiles. A multicellular flow was
postulated to exist to explain exceptions to the general shape of the temperature profiles for both the
cube and cylinder investigations.
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ABSTRACT

An analysis of the heat transfer results and temperature profiles
obtained experiment ally in a finite natural convection environment
are presented and discussed.
Overall heat transfer correlations for
a cylinder and a cube located concentrically within a spherical en
closure were formulated using several test fluids yielding a wide range
of the important parameters.
These parameters include the Prandtl
number, Rayleigh number, and a ratio of characteristic lengths de
scribing the test geometry under investigation.
A Prandtl number effect on the convective heat transfer was noted
for the cylinder study.
Increasing viscosity and low ratios of over
all cylinder length to cylinder diameter,appeared to damp out the
geometric effect inherent ,to the cylindrical body compared to a sphere.
The cube study indicated a very slight Prandtl number effect.
For this geometry, the heat transfer results could be correlated in
terms of a Nusselt number as a function of a Rayleigh number and a
geometric parameter only.
Possible flow patterns existing in the gap were deduced from the
temperature profiles for both the cylinder and cube inner bodies.
Five characteristic regions were generally inherent to all temperature
profiles. A multicellular flow was postulated to exist to explain
exceptions to the general shape of the temperature profiles for both
the cube and cylinder investigations.
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NOMENCLATURE
Symbol

Description

a, b

Characteristic lengths

A

Area

AS

Surface area of inner body

C

Specific heat

P

C1 > C2 , C3 , Cjt, C 5

Empirical constants

F

Denotes function

Gra

O O p
Grashof number, gBp a AT/u

g

Acceleration of gravity

h

Length of vertical section of cylinder

H

Overall length of cylinder, h + 2r^

h

Average heat transfer coefficient for inner
body, Cic/Ag AT

I

.

k

*

Current through heaters located in inner body
Thermal conductivity

keff

Effective thermal conductivity
Length of cube side

1C
L

Gap width, rQ - r^

L

Dimensionless length ratio

Nu

_

a

Nusselt number, h a/k

Nu*

Modified Nusselt number defined by equation (l.5)

Pr

Prandtl number, yC^/k

X

Symbol

Description
Heat transferred by convection

ciCond

Heat transferred by conduction down supporting
stem
Heat loss by system

r
r
r
r

a
i
o

0

R

Average radius, (rQ + r^)/2
Inner body radius or 1^/2
Outer body radius
Distance from geometric center to a selected
location on surface of inner body
Dimensionless radius ratio, (r - r ^ )/(i’o - r Q )

Raa

Rayleigh number, Gr^ Pr

Ra*

Modified Rayleigh number, Ra^ (L/r^)

T

Temperature

T

Dimensionless temperature, (T - T q )/(T^ - Tq )

T

am

Arithmetic-mean temperature, (T^ + Tq )/2
Inner body temperature

T •
m

Volumetric-mean temperature defined by equation
(1.3)

T

Outer body temperature

V

Voltage across heaters located in inner body

3

Thermal expansion coefficient

AT

Temperature difference, (T^ - Tq )

AX

Distance

xi

Symbol

Description

P

Dynamic viscosity

P

Density

<t>

Angular position measured from upward vertical
axis.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The analytical study of natural convection heat transfer oc
curring within finite enclosures is very difficult even when working
with relatively simple geometries.

This results from the governing

equations describing the energy and flow fields being coupled and
nonlinear.

The boundary conditions•inherent to each heat transfer

system adds to the complexity of an analytical solution in many cases.
Since many engineering systems involving natural convection heat
transfer within a finite boundary do not lend themselves to an ana
lytical analysis, other methods must be used for the prediction of the
heat transfer phenomena occurring.

One such method is an experi

mental investigation.
The objective of thizs investigation is to experimentally study
natural convection heat transfer between either a cylinder or a cube
and its spherical enclosure.

This study is an extension of past work,

As shown in many publications discussing natural convection with-,
in finite enclosures, non-dimensionalizing the governing equations
show that the heat transfer can be formulated in the following manner:

Nua = F [Gra , Pr, L] ,

where

(l.l)

2
Wua = h a/k ,

Gra = gp2S AT a^/p2 ,

Pr = pCp/k ,

L = a/b .

The dimensionless parameters given above are the Nusselt number, Nu ^ 9
Grashof number, Gra , Prandtl number, Pr, and a ratio of lengths, L.
These parameters adequately.characterize the geometry under investi
gation.
At the present time there is only a limited amount of informa
tion available concerning natural convection heat transfer within
finite enclosures.

The case of an inner body within a spherical en

closure was first studied experiment ally in 196U by Bishop [l].

In

his investigation, a concentrically located inner sphere was used for
the inner body and air was employed as the gap fluid.
were maintained isothermal.

Both spheres

Four different inner spheres were used

yielding diameter ratios of 1.25, 1.67, 2.00 and 2.50.

An empirical

equation for the heat transfer was presented for each inner sphere
used.

The following equation was determined for all of the experi

mental data.

Nu l = 0.332 GrL0,27° ( L / 2 ^ ) 0 '520

(1.2)
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The above relationship fitted the data to within -12.7 per cent and
+ill. 6 per cent, subject to the conditions:

Pr = 0.7 ,

I
0.333 £ LZPri <_ 0.750,

2.OxlO 5 < Cr, < 3.6x 105 .
—
L —
All fluid properties were evaluated'at a volumetric-mean temperature
defined as

T =
m

-r?)

r h T ]/(r?

(1.3)

Bishop also obtained data describing the temperature profiles
existing at selected locations within the test gap.

These were pre

sented in conjunction with photographic studies in order to depict
qualitative results with respect to the flow field which existed in
the natural convective environment under investigation.
Beckmann [3] first utilized an effective conductivity in corre
lating natural convection heat transfer.

Physically the effective

conductivity represents the thermal conductivity a fluid would have to
have in order to transfer the same amount of energy, by pure conduc
tion, as actually is transferred by conduction and convection combined.
Its definition —

obtained from the conduction solution of the particu

lar geometry under investigation —
I

for concentric spheres is

k
keff = %
Obviously the ratio

(ro " ri )Air AT rori •

(lA)

has a lower limit of 1.0 which would

correspond to a system transferring heat by conduction only.
Utilizing the conduction solution between concentric spheres,
Bishop, Mack, and Scanlan [2] showed that a modified Nusselt number
could be related to the ratio of k ^ ^ / k .

This relationship is given

by

Nu* =' Nu l CriZro ) = ^gffZk .

(1.5)

By employing the ratio k ^ ^ Z k in correlating the data, a geometric
effect is included in the definition of the modified Nusselt number
in an implicit manner.
Referencing the data obtained by Bishop [l]. Bishop, et al [2]
obtained a simplified empirical correlation using k
pendent variable.

Zk as the de-

The. equation,

keffZk = 0.106 GrL0 *276 ,

(1.6)

correlated the data within the limits of -13.4 per cent and +15«5 per
cent.

The conditions specified for the range of applicability of

equation (1 .2 ) are imposed upon this expression as well.
Scanlan, Bishop* and Powe [4] extended the work of Bishop [l] by
utilizing water and two silicone oils as test fluids to yield the
following ranges of the important parameters:

5
0.7 <_ Pr <_ 4l48.

0.09 I LZri £ 1 .8 1

,

,

1.2xl02 < Rar < I.IxlO9 .

Correlating in terms of the modified Kusselt number, the empirical
relation obtained subject to the above conditions was

Ku* = 0.202 (Rajj)0 '228 (L/r.)0 '252 Pr°'029 .

(1.7)

The average per cent deviation of the data was 13.7 per cent.
The power of the Prandtl number appearing in equation (1.6) in
dicates only a slight effect of this parameter on the heat transfer
results.

Also, since the exponents on Ra^ and L/r^ are very nearly

equal, Scanlan, et_ al [4] defined an adjusted Rayleigh number as

Ra* = Ra^ (L/r^) .

(1.8)

The data were then correlated in the following form:

k eff/k = 0.228 (Ra*)0 '226 .

(1.9)

The average per cent deviation of the data from the prediction of this
expression was 15.6 per cent.

Although this is larger then that of

equation (1.6), this form is more desirable in that it contains fewer
parameters and empirical constants.
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Temperature profiles were obtained for selected temperature
differences impressed across the gap for each test fluid.
trends as noted by Bishop, et_ al [2] were observed.

The same

In addition, the

Prandtl number effect on the temperature profiles was analyzed.
The most recent investigation is that of Weber [5 ].

The effect

of eccentricity of the two spheres was investigated, as well as the
effect

of changing the geometry of the inner body by using a vertical

cylinder with hemispherical ends.

Eccentricity is defined as a

vertical displacement of the geometric center of the inner body rela
tive to the geometric center of the enclosing sphere.
0.25L, +_ 0.50L,and

Eccentricities of

sents the gap width defined by (r

0.75L, where L repre

- r^), were used in the inves

tigation for each inner sphere tested.

A negative eccentricity was

found to enhance the convective activity and a positive eccentricity
was found to have just the opposite effect.
The heat transfer data for the eccentric case were correlated
using a conformal mapping technique [6] involving a geometric trans
formation.

By utilizing this technique, a relationship was developed

which also predicted the concentric data obtained by Scanlan, et al
[4].

The resulting expression was

k eff/k = 0.231 (Ra*)0,225 ,

subject to the conditions

(1.10)

7
°.7 £ Pr <_ IkUtS. ,

1.5xl02 <_ Ra* <_ 9.OxlO8 ,

0.09 I LZri <_ 1.18 .

The inner radius corresponding to the mapped concentric sphere was
used in defining all pertinent heat transfer parameters.
In working with the cylinder-sphere geometry, data were obtained
using water as the test fluid.

The height of the vertical section and

the radius of the cylinder were varied in order to describe actual
geometric effects on the convective heat transfer.
To maintain a certain degree of continuity in defining the per
tinent heat transfer parameters, the radius of the cylinder was used
in place of an inner sphere radius. 'Correlation of the data yielded
the following equation:

Nu* = 0.23% (RaL )0,261 (HZari )"0 '209 (LZri )0,^

g

(l.ll.)

for
1.1k <_HZarj, <_ 2.0 ,

3.2x10** <_ RaL <_ 2.7xl08 .

In equation (l.ll), H represents the total height of the cylinder.
Thus the ratio HZGri has a lower limit of 1.0 corresponding to the
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sphere-sphere case,As in the previous studies, temperature profiles were obtained
and these enabled deductions regarding the flow field to be made.
Since water was the only test fluid employed for the cylinder
investigation, there exists a need to extend these results by using
additional fluids.

In the current study, two silicone oils will be

used in conjunction with the cylindrical inner body to investigate
the effect, if any, the Prandtl number has on the convective heat
transfer.

Sufficient data were obtained by Weber [5 ] to depict the

geometric effects.
As noted in the previous discussion, the cylindrical inner body
produced results which varied significantly from the sphere data.
This is what would be physically expected.

However, there is a cer

tain degree of similarity between the two geometries.

Therefore, to

more adequately describe the natural convection phenomena occurring
within a spherical enclosure, the effects of a cube located concen
trically within the enclosing sphere for several test fluids will also
be investigated.

CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The experimental apparatus, shown in Figure 2.1, consisted of
an inner "body located concentrically within a sphere having an inner
diameter of 9.828 inches and a wall thickness of 0.125 inches.

The

sphere was formed from two stainless steel hemispheres joined together
by an external flange to permit disassembly and removal of the inner
body.

An 0-ring was placed in the parting plane for sealing pur

poses.

The.lower hemisphere was mounted to an enclosing spherical

water jacket by using a metal spacer.
The spherical water jacket consisted of two steel hemispheres,
the lower being attached to a tubular support frame mounted on a metal
table.

The hemispheres were united using a flexible band surrounding

external flanges attached to the hemispheres.

The inner diameter of

this sphere was approximately I4 inches.
A stainless steel tube of 0.25 inch inside diameter was installed
through the apparatus, extending from the inner surface of the enclos
ing sphere to the outside of the water jacket.

The tube, which was

located near the lower extreme of the apparatus, served as a fill
port for injecting the test fluid into the gap.
The inner bodies were of cylindrical and cubical geometry.

The
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Figure 2.1.

Heat transfer apparatus.
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cylindrical bodies, made of 0.065 inch thick copper, were formed from
a cylinder having hemispherical ends,

The cubes were fabricated out

of an aluminum alloy suitable for welding.

Each inner body was mounted

on a stainless steel stem having an inside diameter of 0.37 inches and
an outer diameter of 0.50 inches.

The outer surface of the stem was

insulated to reduce the amount of heat loss from the system.
A uniform inner body temperature was maintained by condensing
Freon-11 on the inner surface of the test geometry.
to the stem extended into the inner body.

Heaters mounted

Electrical disk heaters

were used with the cylindrical geometry and cartridge heaters for
the cubical geometry.

The size and number of heaters used was depen

dent upon inner body size.

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate typical

arrangements of the heaters within the bodies prior to their final
assembly.

Saturation conditions of the Freon-11 could be varied by

regulating the power supplied to the heaters.

Thus, the inner body

temperature could be varied over a desired range of values.
Copper-constantan thermocouples were used to monitor all temper- .
atures.
seams.

In the case of the cylinders they were located in the joining
For the cubical geometries a small hole was drilled through

the cube wall at a selected location, and a Shell Epon resin was used
to affix the thermocouple to the outer surface.

All power and thermo

couple leads were passed down through the supporting stem.
The support stem passed through the enclosing sphere and water
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Figure 2.2.

Interior of cylinder body.

13

Figure 2.3.

Interior of cube body.
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jacket through holes sealed with O-rings and was attached to a stain
less steel reservoir.

The reservoir rested on a threaded rod used to

position the inner body to any desired vertical location within the
enclosing sphere.

All thermocouple and power leads were withdrawn from

the reservoir and channeled to the appropriate instrumentation.

A

needle indicator attached to the reservoir traversed along a scale
which indicated relative positioning of the inner body.
A hollow stainless steel tube of approximately 0.065 inch outer
diameter was mounted to the inside of the support stem and extended
to the upper region of the inner body.

The tube, emerging from the

reservoir, was connected to a pressure gage to monitor the pressure
within the body during experimental runs.

In addition, the tube

served as a vent line during Freon charging.
A closed water cooling system was employed to maintain the sphere
enclosing the inner body at a constant temperature.

The cooling sys

tem consisted of an insulated storage tank, a pump, and two chillers.
The chilled water was introduced at the bottom of the spherical water
jacket through a manifold system and withdrawn in a similar manner
from the top.
Thermocouple probes used for obtaining temperature profiles were
constructed by passing copper-constantan leads through stainless steel
tubes of 0.065 inch outside diameter.

Epoxy cement was used to firmly

attach the thermocouple to the tubing end.

Appropriate fittings
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equipped with O-ring seals were mounted and aligned on the external
surfaces of the water jacket and enclosing sphere to allow the in
serted probes to reach the surface of the inner body.

A vernier

caliper, graduated to 0.001 inch, was modified to permit attachments
to the fittings on the water jacket for positioning the probes within
the test gap.

A total of five probes spaced at 40° increments were

used, with the upward vertical axis of the apparatus corresponding to
the O0 position.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The inner body to be investigated was selected and mounted in the
heat transfer apparatus.

The thermocouple and power leads, in

addition to the vent tube, exiting from the stainless steel reser
voir were connected to the appropriate instrumentation.

The upper

hemispheres of the enclosing sphere and water jacket were fastened
in place using flexible metal bands.
The inner body was then charged with Freon-11 using a gravity
feed system.

The Freon entered the system through the stainless steel

reservoir, flowing up the stem into the inner body.

A valve located

on the line leading from the pressure gage was opened to allow the
entrained air within the inner body to escape.

When a stream of

Freon was visually seen flowing through the vent line, the valve on
the line leading from the Freon reservoir was closed.

A predetermined

volume of Freon was then drained from the inner body by means of a .
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valve mounted on the stainless steel reservoir.

The desired volume

"being removed, all valves were closed.
All thermocouple probes were installed with the exception of the
one at the O0 position.

Here a stainless steel tube, extending just

into the enclosing.sphere, was inserted.

The desired test fluid was

injected into the gap utilizing gravity as the driving force.

When

the fluid was visually seen exiting through the stainless steel tube,
the uppermost probe was installed.
With the cooling system finally being connected to the water
jacket, the experimental apparatus was ready for operation.
IVhen testing the cylindrical inner bodies, the experimental fluids
used were 20 cs and 350 cs silicone oils.

The silicone oils are a

Dow Corning 200 fluid with the 20 cs and 350 cs representing the
kinematic viscosity of the fluid at 25°C.

For the cubical geometry,

air and the two silicone fluids were employed.
Since the heat transferred by natural convection was desired,
a means of predicting all heat losses from the system was necessary.
The heat losses consisted of conduction down the support stem and
radiation between the inner body and the enclosing sphere when air
was being used as the test fluid.
Experimental runs involving the silicone oils required accounting
for stem losses only since the fluids are opaque to radiation.

This

was predicted by applying the one dimensional, steady state conduc- .
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tion equation

qCond = -k A (AT/Ax) .

"" ■ (2.1)

The procedure described by Bishop [l] was used to predict the
heat losses when air was used as the working medium.

A calibration

curve was obtained for each cubical inner body tested in the following
manner.
gap.

A vacuum of 10-40 microns was created and maintained in the

This effectively forces the convection of energy in the gap

to be negligible in comparison with conduction down the stem and with
radiation.

Thus, the energy supplied to the heaters essentially

becomes equal to the system's heat losses.

The enclosing sphere

temperature, assumed to be the average of the inlet and outlet cooling
water temperatures, was maintained at a constant value throughout
the calibration procedure.

This same temperature was also maintained

during all test runs using air as the working fluid.
The apparatus was allowed to operate for approximately 15 - 2b
hours for each data point to insure that steady state conditions had
been reached, and at that time the following data were recorded:
(1)

Freon-system pressure,

(2)

Pressure in the gap,

(3)

Temperature of cooling water,

(b)

Temperature of inner body,

(5)

Heater voltage and current,
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(6)

Run number.

Sufficient data were obtained to depict the variation of the heat
.

loss over the anticipated inner body temperature range to be covered
during experimental runs.
for each cube.

Figure 2.k contains the curve generated

As indicated, a linear relation was generally noted

between the cube temperature and heat loss

indicating conduction

losses were predominant over radiation losses. ' Thus, an equation of
the form

4L = cI1 i t t V *

<2 '2 >

was determined for each cube using a least squares technique.

The

equations obtained are listed on the figure.
During experimental runs, the data, as listed above with the ex
ception of gap pressure, were recorded.

Table 2.1 contains the des

cription of each cylindrical body tested as well as a listing of. test
fluids for which data were obtained.

Three cubical bodies, having

lengths of 2.515, ^.190, and 4.91*5 inches, were investigated.
Temperature profiles within the gap were obtained for each test
fluid and inner body studied.
desired probe location.

The vernier caliper was attached at the

The probe was introduced into the gap until

contact with the inner body was established.
drawn incrementally.

The probe was then with

The temperature corresponding to the relative

gap distance was recorded for each increment tested.

/

Heat transfer

HEAT LOSS, qT , BTU/HR

I

=

0.1941 T. - 10.92

2.515
0.1070 T. - 5.36

CUBE TEMPERATURE, T^, °F

Figure 2.4.

Calibration curves for determining heat
transfer loss for T ^ 4l°F.
O
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TABLE 2.1

DIMENSIONS OF CYLINDER BODIES AND TEST- FLUIDS
USED WITH EACH BODY

Diameter
D (IN)

4.50

Water"*"

6.75
8.75

X

7.125

8 .8 1 2

X
X

7.00

8.00
8.875

X
X

9.0

9.328

X

5-50

I

Overall
Length
H (IN)

Silicone
20 cs

Silicone
350 cs

X

Data were referenced from [5]

X
X

X
X
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data, as discussed previously, were taken upon completion of each of

*

■

the runs for five probes to insure that the system had remained in
equilibrium during the data taking process.

Flow symmetry was assumed

to exist within the gap for the cylinder-sphere geometry for steady
flow patterns.
was needed.

Thus, only one complete profile, as described above,

For the cubical inner body, traverses were- made in two

vertical, central planes -- one perpendicular to a cube face and the
other through a vertical edge of the cube.

Although this does not

fully depict the flow field, trends can be determined from these data.
A computer program was written for the XDS Sigma 7 digital com
puter to convert the experimental data into the desired form.

The

program used for the cube-sphere geometry is listed in Appendix I.
Appropriate modifications were made in defining the pertinent para
meters when reducing the cylinder data.
The amount of heat transferred by natural convection was deter
mined by the use of the equation

Ic= 3.1.13 VI - qL .

(2.3)

An average heat transfer coefficient was then defined as

where A q represents the surface area of the inner body..
Xn arithmetic-mean temperature, defined below, yas used to eval-
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uate all fluid properties for this investigation.

T

am

(Ti + Tq )/2 .

(2.5)

Function sub-programs were utilized to convert the millivolt
readings generated from the thermocouples to temperatures and to yield
all required fluid properties as a function of temperature.
is provided in Appendix I.

A. listing

CHAPTER III

CYLINDER RESULTS

HEAT TRANSFER DATA
The cylinder-sphere studies performed by Weber [5 ] employed
water as the test fluid.

The current investigation extended these

data by utilizing additional test fluids to examine the effect of
Prandtl number on.the convective heat transfer rate.

The raw data

obtained by Weber are referenced and included in the graphical repre
sentation and heat transfer correlations to be presented.
The effect of a change in the length of the cylinder for a con
stant cylinder diameter is illustrated in Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3
for water, silicone 20, and silicone 350 fluids respectively.

This

effect is presented graphically by plotting Nusselt number versus
Grashof number for a 5.5 inch diameter cylinder having overall lengths
of 7.125 and 8.812 inches.

As indicated in Figure 3.1, this effect

is quite noticeable for water, the longer length resulting in a lower
Nusselt number.

The more viscous fluids tend to damp out the geo

metric effect as indicated in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.

Weber postulated

that the effect was greater for the larger diameter ratios with no
noticeable difference for values of D q /D^ less than l.U.
Figure 3.4 contains all of the cylinder heat transfer data.

The

results were plotted using equations (1 .5 ) and (1.8) for the modified

NUSSELT NUMBER, Nu

100.0

i IiiL

10.0

I

I I I I I

GRASHOF NUMBER, GrL

Figure 3.1.

Heat transfer data for the 5.50 inch diameter cylinders and
water.

NUSSELT NUMBER, Nu

100.0

10.0

GRASHOF NUMBER, GrL

Figure 3.2.

Heat transfer data for the 5«50 inch
diameter cylinders and silicone 20 cs.

NUSSELT NUMBER, Nu

100.0

• I I I i_

10.0
O $ f+

5.50 x 7.125

1 Iiiiii

GRASHOF NUMBER, GrL

Figure 3.3.

Heat transfer data for the 5-50 inch diameter
cylinders and silicone 350 cs.

MODIFIED NUSSELT NUMBER, Nu*

100.0

o Water
+ Silicone 20 cs
D Silicone 350 cs

Nu* = 0.226 (Ba*)

0.226

10.0

. 10

MODIFIED RAYLEIGH NUMBER, Ra*

Figure 3.4.

Heat transfer results for all cylinders and fluids.
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Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers, respectively.

The radius of the

cylinder was used as an inner radius in these definitions.

It is

apparent from this figure that there exists more scatter of the data
for water than for the silicone fluids.

Investigators utilizing water

as a test fluid have generally noted this trend in previous investi
gations with no physical explanation as to why this is the case.

In

addition, it appears that the heat transfer data may be correlated in
terms of the adjusted Nusselt number as a function of the modified
Rayleigh number only.
A dimensional analysis of the system under investigation indi
cates that the heat transfer may be correlated in the form

Nua = F[Raa , Pr, HZErj., L/r^] .

Using a

(3.1)

least squares technique as described in [%],, an equation of

the form
vO
vO
vI1
K
Nu l = C1 Ra d Pr ^ (H/2^)
(LZri ) 9

was used in an attempt to correlate the data.

(3.2)

The resulting expres

sion is given by

(3.3)

and is subject to the limits

9
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6.8 £ Pr <_ 4302.

,

1.036 <_ HZari .<1.944 .

Equation (3.3) was characterized by an average per cent deviation of
9.0, with 91-7 per cent of the data falling within +. 20 per cent of
its prediction.

Although the exponent of the Prandtl number is small,

it was found that the deletion of this parameter from the equation
significantly effects the results.

Weber [5] found the above form to

best represent the heat transfer data for water with the omission of
the Prandtl number since it had a negligible effect.
cally sound in that only one fluid was represented.

This is physi
Figure 3-5 illus

trates the Prandtl number effect on the heat transfer results.
Wusselt number is plotted versus Rayleigh number for the three test
fluids and one cylinder size.

Since there is a noticeable separation

in the plots of each fluid, a Prandtl number effect is indicated.

Of

interest to note is the closeness to which the cylinder data fall
relative to the equations obtained in [4] for the sphere studies, as
represented by the solid lines.
Since it was desired to maintain a certain degree of continuity
between these data and previous results involving convective heat
transfer within a spherical enclosure, the Kusselt and Rayleigh
numbers were modified using equations (1.5) and (1.8).
of the form

An equation

100. Oi

I i i i i_

MODIFIED NUSSELT NUMBER, Nu*

Water
Silicone 20 cs
Silicone 350 cs
0.353

10.0

Nu* = 0.056

0.330

0.033 Ra.

0.328

RAYLEIGH NUMBER, Ra^

Figure 3.5.

Heat transfer results for 5.50 x 7.125 inch
cylinder and all fluids.
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0P
c
c.
Nu» = C1 (Ra*) d (HZEri ) ^ Pr

was then used to correlate

Hu* =

(3.4)

the data with the following result:

0.164 (Ra*)0,257 (HZPri )"1 *02 Pr0 *035 .

(3.5)

This expression had an average per cent deviation of 10.7 with 86.8
per cent of the data falling within +_20 per cent of its prediction.
A primary goal in this study was to correlate

the cylinder data

with existing empirical relationships for concentric spheres.

Although

in equation (3.5) the ratio HZPri has a lower limit of 1.0, correspon
ding to a sphere geometry, this expression differs significantly from
a similar form obtained for concentric spheres (see [4]).

Using equa

tion (1.7) as a base., the prediction

Hu* = 0.202 Ra 0‘228-°*01ThZSri (L/r-)0.252-0.57^2^
L

I

pr0.029-0.OlPhZSri

(3.6)

was .determined yielding an average per cent deviation of 11.8 with
88.0 per cent of the data within + PO per cent of the equation.
Accompanied with a slight loss in apparent accuracy, a simpler
form was obtained using equation (1.9)«

This is given by

Hu* = 0.228 (Ra*)0 '226“0 -05hZ2ri (HZPri )0 *759 ,

(3.7)
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and has an average deviation of 12.8 with 79»3 per cent of the data
falling within +_ 20 per cent of the equation.
Equation (1.9) is shown plotted in Figure 3 A .

As clearly-

illustrated, the cylinder data lie extremely close to its prediction.
Also plotted is the correlation

Nutt = 0.252 (Ratt)0,216 ,

which was obtained for all the cylinder.data.

(3.8)

An error analysis yield

ed an average deviation of 14.6 per cent which is comparable to the
1$.6 per cent figure obtained for the sphere-sphere studies.

It should

be noted that the fluid properties in the sphere investigation were
evaluated at a volumetric weighted mean temperature and those for the
cylinder at an arithmetic mean.

Also the use of the modified Nusselt.

and Rayleigh numbers is arbitrary for the cylinder case.

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
The experimentally determined temperature profiles are present
ed in graphical form using a dimensionless radius ratio defined as

R = (r - r 0 )/(ro - r 0 ) ,

(3.9.)

and the dimensionless temperature ratio

T=

(T - T )/(T. - T ) .
o
x
O

(3.10)
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Thus, both ratios vary from zero to one.
The parameter rQ , as used in R, is a function of angular posi
tion and therefore distorts to some degree the profile curves rela
tive to each other.

However, this is perhaps the most convenient

representation of the data.
Temperature profiles, in general, exhibited the same trends as
noted in previous investigations [1,2,4,5].

Therefore only repre

sentative results will be presented herein.
As illustrated in Figure 3.6, there are five characteristic
regions which are described below:
(1)

a relatively large temperature drop occurring next to the

surface of the inner body which is indicative of a relatively high
velocity flow and a large radial transport of heat at the inner
boundary;
(2)

a transition region from a high velocity to a low velocity

moving fluid;
(3)

a region of small change in temperature gradient and

slow moving fluid;
(4)

a transition region connecting slow to high velocity

fluid motion; and
(5)

a relatively steep temperature gradient approaching the

surface of the enclosing sphere.
The transition regions, are seen to extend into the gap a consider-
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<j> = 120

(r - r0)/(ro - rQ)

Figure 3.6*

Temperature profile for the 5-50 x 7.125
inch cylinder and silicone 350 cs.
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able distance.

This is due to the viscous motion of the test fluid.

The more viscous the fluid, the further the transition regions ex
tend into the gap.
Another trend apparent in Figure 3.6 is the general lack of
dependence of the shape of the profile with respect to the impressed
temperature potential across the gap.

This is consistent with past

studies and was observed for both silicone fluids and for all cylinders
tested.

Figure 3.7» a typical result for the silicone 20 fluid,

depicts the general ordering of the probes relative to each other.
This figure is indicative of a monocellular flow existing within the
test gap.

The temperature variation for the l60° position illus

trates a phenomenon inherent to all profiles.

This region is

characterized by a slow moving fluid with the majority of heat being
transferred in the region of close proximity to the inner body.
Figure 3.8 contains results which vary from the general trends
previously described in that the 0° position is seen to fall between
the 80° and 120° positions.

This occurrence, as first observed by

Bishop [l], can be explained by the presence of a multicellular flow
pattern.

An extensive flow visualization study performed by Yin [8],

substantiated this phenomenon.

)/(T
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<(> = 120

(r - rg)/(r^ - r^)

Figure 3.7*

Temperature profile for the 5.50 x 7*125
inch cylinder, silicone 20 cs, and
AT = 22.2°F.
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<j) = 120

(r - rg)/(r^ - r^)

Figure 3.8.

Temperature profile for the 5.50 x 8.812 inch
cylinder, silicone 350 cs, and AT = 4l.8°F.

CHAPTER IV

CUBE RESULTS

HEAT TRANSFER DATA
The characteristic length dimension used in defining all per
tinent heat transfer parameters for the cube-sphere investigation
was half the length of a side.

Utilizing this parameter allowed

reasonable representation of the heat transfer results.

f

Figures U.l, 4.2, and 4.3 contain the raw heat transfer data
plotted as Nusselt number versus Grashof number for air, silicone
20 and silicone 350 fluids, respectively.

These figures illustrate

I
the effect of cube size on the Nusselt number.

As indicated on all

three plots, a larger cube size yielded a lower value of the Nusselt

}

number.
Figure 4.4 is a. graphical representation of the cube data in
I
terms of Nusselt number versus Rayleigh number for all cube sizes
and fluids investigated.

This plot clearly illustrates that there

exists only a very small Prandtl number effect on the heat transfer.
The Prandtl number appears in the definition of the Rayleigh number
to the first power.

Thus, the Prandtl number is included in the data

representation in an implicit manner.
An attempt was made to correlate the data using an equation of
the form

/
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Figure U.l.

Heat transfer data for the 2.515 and U .190 inch cube and air
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Figure L .2.

Heat transfer data for all cubes and silicone 20 cs
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Figure 4.3.

Heat transfer data for all cubes and
silicone 350 cs.
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Figure 4 .U.

Heat transfer results for all cubes and fluids.

U3
C,

2

NUL = 0I RaL
with the result

(4.2)

This' equation fitted the data very well.

Ah. error analysis revealed

an average deviation of 2.3 per cent with 9 8 . 2 per cent of the data
falling within + 10 per cent of the'equation's prediction.

Omit

ting the Prandtl number from the equation had little effect on the
results.

This is reasonable since the power of this parameter as it

appears in the equation is quite small, and, as discussed earlier.
Figure 4.4 is indicative of a small effect with respect to this para
meter.

The data were then correlated using equation (4.l) with the

Prandtl number deleted from the expression.

This yielded

(4.3)

which had an average deviation of 3.4 per cent and 97«3 per cent of
the data fell within + 10 per cent of the equation.
Since Figure 4.4 indicated that a geometric parameter coupled
with the Rayleigh number may be sufficient to correlate the heat
transfer data, the effect of using an adjusted Husselt number, as .
defined by equation (1.5)9 was investigated.

As noted earlier, a

geometric effect is included implicitly by utilizing a Husselt

number defined in this manner.

Figure U.5 is a representation of

the data using the adjusted Nusselt number.

The results indicate

that an empirical relationship of the form
Q

Nu* = C1 (RaL ) 2 ,

(4.It)

will correlate the data within reasonable limits.

The result, which

is given by

Nu* = 0.130 (Rali)0 '253 ,

(4.5)

contains 89.3 per cent of the data within +_10 per cent of the equation
and has an average deviation of 6.2 per cent.

This represents a

simplification of previous correlations, which is desirable, with only
a slight loss is apparent accuracy.

The equation is shown plotted on

Figure 4.5.
The range of the independent variables for which equations (4.2),
(4.3), and (4.4) are valid are:

0.71 I Pr £ 3969.

4.SxlO5 < Rar <
—

L “

,

3.4x 108 ,

0.988 <_(L/r.) <_ 2.908 .
.TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

’

Temperature profiles were obtained for all cube sizes and fluids

100.0

MODIFIED NUSSELT NUMBER, Nu*

2.515

Nu* = 0.130 (Rar )

3xl05

IO6

IO7

IO8

RAYLEIGH NUMBER, Rar
L
Figure U .5.

Overall heat transfer correlation for all cube data.

5x10

h6
investigated.

Representative results are presented in graphical

form using equations (3.9) and. (3.10) for the dimensionless radius
and temperature ratios respectively.

In the definition of R, r Q repre

sents the distance from the geometric center to the surface of the
cube at the particular angle and cube orientation being investigated.
Therefore, as in the case of the cylinder study, the profile curves
are distorted relative to each other.

Trends with respect to the

flow field may be deduced, however,as well.as a comparison of the
results obtained for the test fluids relative to each other.
Temperature fluctuations were generally encountered in obtaining
the raw data for the top two angular positions in all cases with the
exception of the smallest cube.

The magnitude of these fluctuations,

reaching a maximum of 10 per cent of the impressed temperature dif
ference, was greater for the more viscous fluids.

Although this is

indicative of an unsteady flow in these regions, qualitative
results may still be noted.

Physically it seems reasonable to ex

pect that this geometry will produce flow instabilities.
Figure 4.6 illustrates two phenomena which were observed for
all cube sizes and fluids studied.

First, the general shape of the

overall temperature profile is relatively independent of the temper
ature difference across the gap.

Secondly, each curve contains

the five characteristic regions discussed and referenced in the
description of the cylinder section of this paper.

A relatively
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Figure b . 6 .

Temperature profile for the U .9^5 inch cube,
traverses made perpendicular to cube face,
and silicone 20 cs.

large temperature gradient occurs in close proximity to the physical
boundaries of the system.

This is attributed to the high rate of

convection of energy in the relatively high velocity boundary layer
flow regions.

This precipitous drop is greater near the inner body

since the fluid velocity in this layer is greater relative to that
near the outer boundary.

Transition regions „ from a high to a low

velocity flow, connect with a region of small temperature gradients
existing in the center of the gap.
Figures 4.7.a - k.p.b contain representative profile results
for the 4.19 inch cube and each test fluid.

The same trends as

exhibited on these plots for a given fluid were observed with the
larger cube also.

Information from the profiles obtained for the

smallest cube with respect to the fluid flow is limited due to the
cube size relative to the enclosing sphere coupled with the number
and locations of the temperature probes.
Trends inherent to the fluids relative to each other will now
be considered.

The representative figures clearly indicate that the

fluids exhibit flow patterns which differ for changing Prandtl numbers.
The transition regions for the air profiles are seen to extend further
into the flow field compared to the silicone fluids.

If the same

basic flow pattern held for all fluids, then these transition regions
would appear smaller in magnitude due to the lower Prandtl number.
The lower three angular positions, for both cube orientations
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Temperature profile for the 4.190 inch cube,
traverses made perpendicular to cube face,
air, and AT = 54°F.
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Figure U.7.b.

- r^)

Temperature profile for the 4.190 inch
cube, traverses made through vertical
edge of cube, air, and AT = 54°F.
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(r " re)/(r0 - re)
Figure 4.8.a.

Temperature profile for the h.190 inch cube,
traverses made perpendicular to cube face,
silicone 20 c s , and AT = U5°F.
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(r - r9)/(ro - rQ)

Figure U.8.b.

Temperature profile for the 4.190 inch cube,
traverses made through vertical edge of cube,
silicone 20 cs, and AT = 45°F.
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(J) = 120

(r - re)/(ro " re)
Figure 4.9.a.

Temperature profile for the 4.190 inch cube,
traverses made perpendicular to cube face,
silicone 350 c s , and AT = 44°F.
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Figure 4.9.1».

Temperature profile for the 4.190 inch cube,
traverses made through vertical edge of cube,
silicone 350 cs, and AT = 44°F.
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investigated, indicate that the majority of heat is transfered in
the region close to the inner boundary by convection.

Conduction pre

vails within the center region of the gap as indicated by a slowly
moving fluid.

The extent of this region

increases with increasing

Prandtl number, and this region became almost stagnant for the more
viscous fluids.

Yin [8] observed this phenomenon in his flow studies

using air and water as a working medium.
Figure 4.8.b illustrates a very large temperature inversion at
the U0° position for the 20 fluid.

The inversion, observed only for

this fluid, is thought to be caused by a high rate of tangential
convection of energy relative to radial transport.

Also, since the

inversion extends above the 0° position, a multicellular flow is
indicated.

It is noted that relatively large temperature fluctuations

were encountered in obtaining these data.

This could have been caused

by a flow cell trying to form but being disturbed by the tendency of
the fluid near the top surface to rise in a vertical direction.
The results for the 350 fluid at this angular position. Figure U.9.b,
indicate a multicellular flow pattern existing in the upper region
of the gap coupled with a stronger tendency toward upward fluid
motion.

It is of interest to note that smaller temperature fluctu

ations were observed for air and the 350 fluid than for the silicone

20.

This fact seems to support the postulation of the flow instab

ility sited above.
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On the basis of these data, the following postulation is made
regarding flow fields within the cube-sphere geometry.

For air,

a main cell is thought to occur within the gap but with an arbitrary
number.of small cells existing near the upper surface of the cube.
Due to the more viscous action of the 20 and 350 fluids, these fluids
rising pasjt the vertical sides of the cube will have a greater resis
tance to flowing toward the upward vertical axis of the system as
compared with air.

Since in the upper gap region a cold surface

exists above a hot surface, this condition along with the viscous fluid
motion may result in a thermal plume action of the fluid, thereby
disrupting the multiple cells thought to exist for air.

The rising

fluid, upon reaching the outer surface, would flow down along the
upward vertical axis toward the cube and along the outer surface to
satisfy continuity.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

Satisfactory results were obtained for all phases of this
experimental investigation.

Data describing the natural convec

tive heat transfer, in addition to temperature profiles., were
obtained for a cylinder and a cube located concentrically within
a spherical enclosurei

Both bodies-were maintained isothermal.

For the cylinder investigation, a small but significant Prandtl
number effect existed in correlating the heat transfer results.
The more viscous fluids tended to damp out the geometric effect
resulting from the height of the vertical section of the cylinder..
Equations predicting the heat transfer were determined within the
deviation limits of + 9.0 per cent to

lh.6 per cent.

Also, several

relationships were obtained for the cylinder data prediction which
reduce to existing sphere equations in the limit.

These data were

found to be best represented by the expression

N u l = 0.181 RaL0,280 Pr0,01*2 ( H / 2 ^ ) " 0 '711 (LZri )0,397

within the limits of

6.8 < Pr < 4302.
!.SxlOlt < Ra7 < I.UxlO8
—
L —

9

(5 .1,)
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1.036 <_ (HZari ) <_ 1.9fcU .

Temperature profiles, in general, exhibited the same trends as
observed in past investigations, [l,2,U,5]»

Relatively steep temper

ature gradients were observed next to the inner and outer boundaries,
followed by transitions connecting these gradients to a relatively
small temperature gradient region existing near the center of the
gap.

Data were obtained under various conditions for all cylinders

and fluids tested which indicated a multicellular flow pattern.
The heat transfer results obtained for the cubical geometry
indicated only a very slight Prandtl number effect.

Deletion of this

parameter in correlating the data resulted in no significant changes
in the equation's apparent accuracy.

Of the several empirical re

lationships developed, the following is recommended for use due to
its simplicity:

Hu* = 0.130 (RaL )°‘253 .

(5.2)

The above has an average deviation of 6.2 per cent and is valid within
the ranges of the parameters given below:

0.71 I Pr <_ 3969 ,

'4.QxlO5 < RaT < 3.UxlO8 ,

0.988 <_ (LZri ) <. 2.908 .
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Since a cube does not reduce to a sphere geometry in the same
sense as does a hemispherically ended cylinder of variable length,
no attempt was made to relate these data to the existing sphere
equations.
The temperature profiles observed for the cube-sphere geometry
led to the postulation of a multicellular flow pattern existing in
the upper gap region.

The flow cells thought to exist above the top

surface of the cube for low Prandtl'numbers appear to be deformed
with increasing viscosity.

This is attributed to the tendency of

the more viscous fluids to rise in a vertical direction rather than
to flow in a tangential manner.

/

APPENDIX

APPENDIX I

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The program that follows was used for the cube temperature pro'
file data reduction.

Appropriate modifications were made when re

ducing heat transfer data and when reducing the cylinder data.

The

input variables required are listed below.
NR

Experimental run number

JJ

Fluid identification - JJ=I ... air, JJ=2

water,

JJ=3 ... silicone 20 cs, JJ=U ... silicone 350 cs
NT

Number of thermocouples on inner body

CL

Cube length, inches

DL

Diameter of outer sphere, inches

V

Heater voltage, volts

C

Current, amps

E(I)

. i**1 thermocouple reading, millivolts

SRl
ANG

Initial vernier caliper reading
'

Probe number corresponding to angular position - I ...

0°, 2 ... Uo°, 3 ... 80°, U ... 120°, 5 ... l6o°
SR

Vernier caliper reading at data point location

EMF

Probe thermocouple reading, millivolt

The following subprograms were used in conjunction with the main
line.
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(1)

FUNCTION T(E)

Converts thermocouple millivolt readings

to temperature (0R)
(2)

FUNCTION U(T,J J )

Calculates absolute viscosity,

(LBM/HR-FT), of fluids as a function of temperature (0R)
(3)

FUNCTION CP(TsJJ)

Calculates specific heat, (BTU/LBM

- °R), of fluids as a function of temperature (0R)

(U)

FUNCTION

CON(TsJJ)

Calculates thermal conductivity,

(BTU/HR-FT-0R ), of fluids as a function of temperature

(0R)
(5)

FUNCTION

RHO(T1JJ)

Calculates the density, (LBM/FT3),

of fluids as a function of temperature (0R)
(6)

FUNCTION BETA(TsJJ)

Calculates thermal expansion coef

ficient, (l/°R), of fluids as a function of temperature

(0R)
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I
3
4
5

6
31
32
7
8

DIMENSION E(20),TP(20)
XKF=O.055
XKS=8.5
DF=O.37
DS=O.5
PI=3.1^15927
AF=PIltDFwDF/576.
AS=PIltDSltDS/576.-AF
READ (105,1) NR,JJ,NT,CL,D L 1V 1C
FORMAT (315,F15.1+,F20.4,2F10.4)
IF (NR) 2,2,3
N=NT+8
READ (105,4) (E(I), 1=6,N)
FORMAT (8F10.4)
DO 5 1=6,N
T P ( I ) = T ( E d ) )-459. 69
TW=(TP(7)+TP(8))/2.
TC=(TP(9)+TP(lO)+TP(ll)+TP(l2))/4.
DT=TC-TW
RL=DL/2.
RC=CL/2.
GAP=RL-RC
RGAP=GAP/RC
RAVE=(RL+RC)/2.
IF (JJ-I) 6,6,7
IF (CL-4,18) 31,32,32
QL=-5.36l7+.107*TC
GO TO 8
QL=-IO.9194+.194l*TC
GO TO 8
QL=(XKF*AF+XKS*AS)*12.*DT/GAP
Q=V*C*3.4l3-QL
H=Q*l44./(6.*CL*CL*DT)
TM=(TC-KTW)/2.
WRITE (108,10) NR

CTN

W

10 FORMAT ('I',5X,'RUN NUMBER=',15)
GO TO (35,36,37,38) , JJ
35 WRITE (108,40)
40 FORMAT ('0',5X,'TEST FLUID IS AIR')
GO TO 50
36 WRITE (108,4l)
41 FORMAT ('0',5X,'TEST FLUID IS WATER')
GO TO 50
37 WRITE (108,42)
42 FORMAT ('0',5X,'TEST FLUID IS 20 CS SILICONE')
GO TO 50
38 WRITE (108,43)
43 FORMAT ('0',5X,'TEST FLUID IS 350 CS SILICONE')
50 CONTINUE
WRITE (108,11)
11 FORMAT C0',4X,'D0 (IN)'5X,'CL (IN)'1X,'Q (B/HR)'4X,'QL (B/HR)'4x ,
$ 1H (B/HR-FT2-R)')
WRITE (108,12) DL,CL,Q,QL,H
12 FORMAT (7E12.4,//)
WRITE (108,13)
13 FORMAT ('0',4X,'TW (F)'5X,'TC (F)'5X,'DT (F)'5X,'TM (F)')
WRITE (108,12) TW,TC,DT,TM
16 TVG=TM+459-69
WRITE (108,17)
17 FORMAT (30X,'BASED ON TM')
20 VIS=U(TVG,JJ )
SH=CP(TVGjJJ)
CND=CON(TVGjJJ)
DEN=RHO(TVG,JJ)
BET=BETA(TVG,JJ)
XNU=HitGAP/ (12. itCND)
XNUA=XNUitRCZRL
PN=VISitSHZCND
GNL=32.174 *BET*DEN*DEN*GAP*GAP*GAP*DT*3600.*3600./(VIS*VIS*1728.)
RNL=GNL*PN

GNR=GNL/(RGAP**3)
RNR=GNR*PN
RASL=RNLltRGAP
WRITE (108,21)
21 FORMAT ('0 ,5X,'NUSSELT NO'UX,’NUSSELT NO *'2 X ,'GRASHOF NO (L)'1X,
$'RAYLEIGH NO (L)'IX,'GRASHOF NO (Rl)'IX,'RAYLEIGH NO (RI)')
WRITE (108,22) XNU,XNUA,GNL,RNL,GNR,RNR
22 FORMAT (6E16.8,//)
WRITE (108,18)
18 FORMAT ('0'2 X ,'DEN (LBM/FT3)'I X ,'VIS (LBM/HR-FT)'6 X ,'BETA (l/R)'
12X,'CP (BTU/LBM-R)'IX,'K (BTU/HR-FT-R)'6 X ,'PRANDTL NO')
WRITE (108,19) DEN,VIS,BET,SH,CNDfPN
19 FORMAT (6E16.8)
WRITE (108,23) RASL
23 FORMAT ('O'5X,'RAYLEIGH NO * =',El6.8)
WRITE (108,39)
39 FORMAT ('O '3 X ,'RADIUS'7 X ,'R/RO'5X,'T-TO/TI'3 X ,'R-RI/RO-RI'
I S X flTEMP')
READ (105,51) S R l f ANG
51 F0RMAT(F10.4fI5)
IF (SRl) 70,70,52
52 ANG= (ANG-1)*U0
WRITE (108,53) ANG
53 FORMAT ('0' 5X,'ANGLE=',15)
60 READ (105,UU) S R fEMF
UU FORMAT(2F10.U )
IF (SR) 70,U5,U5
U5 Rl=RL-SRl
R=RL=SR
R2= R / RL
R3= (R-Rl) / (RL-Rl)
TE=T(EMF)-U59-69
TR=(TE-TW)Z(TC-TW)
WRITE (108.U6) R,R2,TR,R3,TE
U6 FORMAT (5E12.U)

GO TO 60
TO GO TO 30
2 CALL EXIT
END
FUNCTION T(E)
DIMENSION C (8)
DOUBLE PRECISION TOT
C (I)=It91.96562
C (2 )=U6.381884
C (3 Jss-I •3918864
C(4)=0.15260798
C(5)=-.020201612
C(6)=.0015456956
C (7 )=-6.6287090/(10.** 5 )
C(8)=l.0241343/(10.**6)
TOT=O.DO
DO I 1=1,8
I T0T=T0T+C(I)*(E**(I-1))
T=TOT
RETURN
END
FUNCTION U ( T 1JJ)
GO TO (35,36,37,38), JJ
C.... ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY OF AIR
35 00=134.375
01=6.0133834
02=1.8432299
03=1.3347050
U=T**C2/(EXP(C l )»(T+CO)**C3)
GO TO 50
C.... ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY OF WATER
36 TP=T-593.33203
Cl= . 0071695149
C2=.011751302
C3=.0087791942

CTs

On

cU=.8l65U704
VIS=C1*TP+C2*(I.+C3*(TP**2 ))**.5+Cb
U=1./VIS
GO TO 50
C --- ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY OF 20CS DOW 200 SILICONE
37 V = .03875*(U .6*10**5)/(T-359•6 9 )**1.912
Cl=52.75^684
C2=.0U5l+37533
C3=5.1832336/(10.**5)
RH0=C1+(C2-C3*T)*T
U=RHO*.9^9*7
GO TO 50
C.... ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY OF 350CS COW 200 SILICONE
38 V=O.03875*(5.495*10**9)/(T-259.6 9 )**2.943
01=52.754684
C2=.045437533
03=5.1832336/(10.**5)
RHO=Cl+(C2-C3*T)*T
U=RHO*.970*V
GO TO 50
50 RETURN
END
FUNCTION CP(T1JJ)
GO TO (!,2,3,4), JJ
C.... SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR
1 00=2.236775/(10.**5)
Cl=.22797749
CP=C1+C0*T
GO TO 5
C.... SPECIFIC HEAT OF WATER
2 Cl=I.3757095
C2=.0012968965
03=1.1110533/(10.**6)
CP=Cl-(C2-C3*T)*T
GO TO 5

•

on

^

C --- SPECIFIC HEAT OF 20CS DOW 200 SILICONE

3 TP=5.*(T-l+91.69)/9.
Cl=.3448334
C2=7.7499/(10.**5)
03=4.167/(10.**8)
CP=Cl+(C2+C3*TP)*TP
GO TO 5
C --- SPECIFIC HEAT OF 350CS DOW 200 SILICONE

4 TP=5.*(T-491.69)/9.
Cl= . 3259583
C2=2.425/(10.**4)

03=5.41667/(10.**7)
CP=C1+(C2-C3*TP)*TP
GO TO 5
5 RETURN
END
FUNCTION CON(T1JJ)
GO TO (1,2,3,4),JJ
C.... THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR
1 XP=.I

co=-8.5964965
01=34490.89
02=868.23837
03 = 8 0 5 6 5 8 3 .8
5 X=XP
F=C0+C1*X+C2*X*X+C3*X*X*X-T
FP=Cl+2.*C2*X+3.*X*X*C3
XP=X-F/FP
IF (ABS((XP-X)/X)-0.0001) 6 ,6 ,5
6 CON=XP
GO TO 10
C --- THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF WATER

2 Cl=.23705417
C2=.0017156797
03=1.1563770/(10.**6)

On
OD

C ___
3
C....
4
10

C ___
1
C....
2

C ___
3

C....
4

5

CON=-Cl+(C2-C3*T)*T
GO TO 10
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 2OCS DOW 200 SILICONE
CON=.0003k/0.004l3k
GO TO 10
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 350CS DOW 200 SILICONE
CON=O.00038/0.004134
GO TO 10
RETURN
END
FUNCTION RHO(T1JJ)
GO TO (1,2,3,4), JJ
DENSITY OF AIR AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESS. LBM/FT3
RH0=12.5*144./(53.3&*T)
GO TO 5
DENSITY OF WATER
01=52.754684
C2=.045437533
C3=5.1832336/(10.**5)
RHO=Cl+(C2-C 3*T)*T
GO TO 5
DENSITY OF 20CS DOW 200 SILICONE
01=52.754684
C2=.045437533
03=5.1832336/(10.**5)
RHO=.949*(Cl+(C2-C3*T)*T
GO TO 5
DENSITY OF 350CS DOW 200 SILICONE
01=52.754684
C2=.045437533
C3=5-1832336/(10.**5)
RHO=.97*(Cl+(C2-C3*T)* T )
GO TO 5
RETURN
END

FUNCTION BETA (T1JJ)
GO TO (1,2,3,!+), JJ
C ___ THERMAL EXPANSION COEFF. OF AIR
1 BETA = l./T
GO TO 5
C.... THERMAL EXPANSION COEFF. OF WATER
2 TP=T/100.
IF (T-51+9.59) 6,6,7

6 Cl=603.1l8Ll
C2=-353.03882
03=68.297012
CL=-L.36ll46o
BP=C1+(C2+(C3+CL*TP)*TP)*TP
GO TO 8

7 C1 =-1 2 8 .LL920
02=68.827927
C3=-13.858L89
CL=I. 2608585
C5=-.0L2L95236
BP=Cl+(C2+(C3+(CL+C 5*TP)*TP)*TP)*TP
8 BETA = BP/(10.**L)

GO TO 5
C.... THERMAL EXPANSION COEFF. OF 20CS DOW 200 SILICONE
3 BETA=.00107/1 .8
GO TO 5
C.... THERMAL EXPANSION COEFF. OF 350CS DOW 200 SILICONE
L BETA=.00096/1.8
GO TO 5
5 RETURN
END
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